The SEA Lean Enterprise System
Foreword by Michael G. Beason, Chairman, Supplier Excellence Alliance

Few people in the Aerospace and Defense industries would argue that
competition on a worldwide basis is now a supply chain problem. The need to
accelerate supply chain performance is acute. Many believe that the
effectiveness or “leanness” of our supply chain is measured by inventory turns1
because it so adeptly shows our material velocity normalized by industry. It is
clear that in this respect, we have made little progress.

Courtesy of the Lean Aerospace Institute

Today’s supply chains are becoming highly inter-dependant rather than
independent, as has been the case in the past. In the past, a prime might deal
with as many as 12,000 suppliers on one program. Each would be responsible
for delivering parts on-time. The prime would have the responsibility of
integrating thousands of parts to make an assembly. The prime would have to
stock a buffer of inventory on everything in order to ensure that material
shortages didn’t stop a multi-million dollar aircraft from moving forward. If a
supplier didn’t deliver on-time, or delivered a poor quality product, the prime
would have inventory to solve these problems. Today, the prime is using a
moving assembly lines with major assemblies built by the supply chain. In order
to meet increasingly demanding cost goals, the prime has only enough space for
1

Annual Cost of Goods Sold (12 month rolling average) divided by period-average inventory (average for the most recent month)
Inventory includes raw, WIP, and finished goods.
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the assembly that will bolt onto the aircraft today. The supply chain must produce
the needed assembly exactly on time, not early, not late. And the supply chain is
now vertical and not horizontal as before. This means the best little supplier in
the world, having improved operations to a high level of quality and
responsiveness, will not be noticed unless the entire supply chain performs.
As Brad Hart, CEO of Roberts Tool says, “It no longer matters what I do alone. I
am now dependent on my competitor to perform because if my customer doesn’t
look good to their customer, we all lose.”
The solution is no longer a Boeing solution, or a Northrop solution, or a Lockheed
solution, but rather a solution that embodies the cooperation of all three entities
and ten others as well as all of the suppliers in the entire supply chain. It is not
the elegance of the solution that matters, but rather the paradigm in which it is
implemented. In other words, it is more important that we make progress inside a
framework of collaboration than independently by ourselves. The goal of
“customer success” has replaced its predecessor, “customer satisfaction2.”
Competitive Advantage
Primes often worry about competitive advantage and whether the supply chain is
a significant part of that advantage. As the industry continues to collaborate, the
30% overlap currently present between customers and suppliers will grow to 60
or even 70% and the best suppliers will be working with everyone. The
competitive advantage in the future will not be the capability of “our supply chain”
but how well we design and partner with a group of highly capable suppliers. The
competitive advantage at the prime and tier one levels will consist of our
competence to put together and manage a highly integrated supply chain.
The Highly Inter-Dependent Supply Chain
Here is a working model suggested by many as a starting point for establishing a
strategy to develop capabilities and cooperation throughout our supply chain. No
doubt it will undergo many refinements and improvements as time goes on. As
primes/OEMs articulate strategies to distribute design and production
responsibilities down through the supply chain, the need for increased supply
chain capabilities becomes acute.
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The top levels capabilities required for success will be quite different than those
required for tiers 2-4. These “sub-tiers” will need mastery of lean production, and
the ability to collaborate and integrate efforts to produce final assemblies, kits,
and other solutions ready to bolt onto an aircraft.
Sub-tier suppliers will need to develop very high process capabilities in order to
produce quantity one on-time with very little lead time and continuously
decreasing cost. Obviously the challenge for sub-tier supplies will be to remain
profitable while doing this. A production line designed to produce product in the
old way will need more than “tweaking” – it will need a complete redo.
More than a decade before, the automotive industry made the same
transformation and by 2003 the 30,000 suppliers who started in 1986 had
dwindled to 5,000 of which 36% were not financially viable.3
SEA Lean Enterprise System
In order to promote effective collaboration across the industry, the SEA
framework needed to promote a common language and an integrated approach
to continuous improvement.
The SEA Lean Enterprise System (“SEA LES”) was designed to be simple and
fast to implement. Perhaps it embodies the lesser-used meaning of elegant –
“neat, simple, and concise.”
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It is comprised of three tracks or “process groups” that hold the best practices
determined to be the root source of success within small supplier companies who
have a proven track record.
The SEA LES is all-inclusive – it provides a high level framework in which all
techniques and disciplines for lean, six sigma, and more fit.

The SEA LES provides a common language. It gives us a common vocabulary –
one based on the language of process maturity. It also acknowledges that longterm sustainability of improvements relies on enterprise-wide solutions and wellmanaged change.
The SEA LES is for small and mid-size aerospace production suppliers. This is a
unique audience with unique needs. This supply chain must deal with the
complexities of high mix, low volume manufacturing. It must produce to exacting
levels of quality demanded by the defense, space, and commercial markets.
What is most important…the SEA solution embodies industry-wide collaboration,
the elimination of duplicate effort and mixed messages. It is a common, industrywide approach that makes sense to suppliers and customers alike.
The SEA LES was developed by suppliers for suppliers.
The SEA Lean Enterprise System captures the best practices for manufacturing
enterprise improvement with a model using three key process areas. The reason
for these three areas is to emphasize the importance of a total organizational
approach to managing the transformation. Large-scale changes that do not
address all three areas often fail. Implementations of lean that address all three
take less effort and are more often successful.
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If lean manufacturing is proactive and preventive in nature, then this model for
change is also proactive and preventive. It asks senior management to anticipate
the cultural barriers to change and to organize a plan to address these barriers. It
also asks management to build a workforce with the competencies to implement
the lean system.
Baldrige4 Award-winning companies have distinguished themselves for years in
financial performance by addressing improvement as an enterprise-wide
process. They have continuously improved their leadership system, the
competencies of their workforce, and processes throughout the enterprise.
The SEA Lean Enterprise System follows these excellent examples by
addressing all three areas as critical to successful implementation.

The Theory of Constraints5 may provide the best example of the interdependence between the three process areas.
If we envision teams of people working to make operational improvements, then
that valve could be wide open enabling the flow at maximum rate through the
pipe.
But if Leadership is unwilling to change, thwarts changes in the work areas, and
fails to enable and recognize the workforce when they improve operations, then
the valve for Leadership & Culture could be said to be partially closed.
By the same token, a failure to train and develop a competitive workforce might
have the same effect.
Many companies have distinguished themselves by building a culture of
excellence. When company culture supports continuous improvement,
innovation, and change, employees initiate action themselves. In the absence of
a roadmap, they randomly speed up the learning and experimentation process.
How much more effective could companies become with a roadmap?
In this three-valve illustration, the speed of water through the pipe will be minimal
if any one valve is partially closed even though the other two are not.
4
5

Baldrige National Quality Program, National Institute of Standards & Technology, http://www.quality.nist.gov/index.html
Eli Goldratt, The Goldratt Institute
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And so we must conclude that in order to accelerate, we would do well to take an
enterprise-wide approach to continuous improvement.
Leadership & Culture
Every company is making improvements. Nobody is standing still. But often we
find that certain elements of an improvement system have been missed, and that
gap makes it harder to accelerate improvement to the pace needed to ensure
competitiveness. It is therefore the speed of improvement that is the primary
issue, not the fact that improvement exists.
Take for instance the absence of Process Owners as one example. Process
Owners are a method for developing and involving employees in the leadership
of the improvement process. It is also a method for deploying accountability for
improvement. Many senior leaders complain that people have not taken
“ownership” for the enterprise…another way of saying, “They aren’t accountable.”
Process Ownership deploys accountability. If a Process Owner has been trained
to improve processes, if they have been given the time and resources to make
improvements, and if their performance management plan has objectives for
improving their process along with rewards for doing so, then an effective system
for accelerating improvement has been deployed and is likely to be very
successful.
Most organizations must also address culture in order to be successful. You
could suggest that the reason process improvement hasn’t been deployed to
Process Owners in the past is because management didn’t believe in this
approach to employee involvement. Unless the culture can change, the Process
Owner system will fail because senior management will, through lack of direct
support, allow it to fail without consciously knowing their role in the failure.
Every major effort to implement improvements eventually runs into the culture
barrier…whether it’s ISO, MRP, TQM, and so on. Most companies can try a
number of times to implement these disciplines only to eventually decide that
they do not work. The truth is hidden, although Pogo discovered it many years
ago when he said, “We have discovered the enemy and he is us.”
The ways that our culture resists change are very subtle. I recently reviewed a
lean assessment report with a team of senior leaders. The report showed that
this $50 million per year company could avoid $500,000/month in costs if they
would implement lean. Although they believed the report and could not argue
with its findings, they asked that we wait 6 months until the implementation of
their MRP system was complete. The MRP system had no immediate payback
projection and used the same outdated procedures and processes that were
used before the system was purchased. When a management team lacks
urgency in changing priorities to achieve better performance immediately,
because the members of the senior team agree upon that lack of urgency, we
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can define it as a cultural barrier. Note that this particular barrier affects the rate
of improvement, but not the fact that they are improving.
Workforce Development
Another subtle barrier to change is the skills of the workforce. Many smaller
companies do not have a formal method for ensuring that someone fully certified
in the skills they must employ to follow the process and minimize errors and
variation holds each position. Few companies of any size have a formal system
for assessing training needs and developing a training plan and resources on a
regular annual basis.
Although you can often find pockets of expertise within the workforce, it is rare
that you will find a high level of knowledge about statistical process control, lean
production methods, setup time reduction, and other such advanced process
methods.
Managers have a high level of interest in seeing teams begin to take charge and
exhibit higher levels of accountability. They yearn to see teams lead themselves,
solve their own problems, and make decisions affecting their day-to-day
processes.
In order for the workforce to have the confidence necessary to achieve these
aims, the training system must anticipate the future needs of the workforce and
provide training and practice in these skills.
A training system that uses a learn-do approach can build knowledge, skills, and
confidence at the same time.
Operational Excellence
All of the methods and techniques of lean production, flow manufacturing, Six
Sigma, and more, are contained in this category. Many of the most important
techniques will be explained elsewhere in this book.
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Process Maturity
I served as a Baldrige examiner in the early 1990s and the Awards Council Chair
for the California awards program in the late 1990s. I developed the Process
Maturity Model (PMM). The pilot was conducted with the help of a team of
professionals at Solar Turbines in San Diego in the two years immediately
preceding the presentation of the Baldrige Award to Solar in 1998.
Process Maturity and cost are directly related. The higher the process maturity,
the lower the cost of quality. Baldrige award-winning companies demonstrate this
truth on a continuing basis. They are more profitable and consistently produce
higher return on investment because of their intense focus on process maturity.

The PMM was developed as an aid for companies who wanted to self-assess
themselves using the Baldrige Criteria and as a management tool to assist in the
management of overall process improvement. Companies often find the Baldrige
scoring guidelines difficult to use and especially when most self-assessment is
conducted without training on the criteria. The PMM simplifies the process.
Because the PMM serves as the backbone for all process improvement efforts
whether lean, six sigma, or whatever comes next, it provides for long term
integration of all improvement approaches.
Various levels of process maturity are applied one process at a time. In other
words, the model is used to define the maturity level of a process, not a function,
department, or company.
Specific tools and their use are generally available from many sources. For now,
we will focus on an overview of the PMM.
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Level 1 – the process has been identified, defined, and has an owner.
The beginning stages of process improvement are confirmed by the identification
of a process. Immediately before this level, the process does not have an official
name. Everyone calls it something different and everyone thinks of it as
containing different steps with different beginning and ending points. As the
process moves into Level 1, it gains an official name to that everyone refers
when speaking about the process.
Also in this level, the scope of the process - that is, the steps that are a part of
the process and where the process begins and ends - becomes defined. The
most direct way to ensure that everyone agrees on the scope is to draw a highlevel value-stream map of the process. A deployment flowchart is often a
valuable tool for this step because it denotes the various departments or
functions for each step in the process. It also shows the transfers from one step
to another. At this stage, the map of the process is often at the “50,000 foot
level,” meaning that it is not very detailed and only seeks to show the major steps
and their sequence along with the beginning and ending of the process.
It is hard to imagine going very far with process improvement efforts if there isn’t
someone who is accountable for the improvement effort. A Process Owner is
therefore an essential starting point. A Process Owners is often a person, who
works in the process, manages the process, or is already accountable for most of
the process. It is not particularly important what level they function at; what
matters is whether they are capable of leading and motivating others to make
improvements.
Level 2 – the process has been documented to the work instruction level.
In higher levels of maturity, a process is at its best when there is very little
variation. This state is only achieved through the development of standard work
instructions. Achieving standard work is, in part, a matter of documentation and
training. Standard work is important both on the factory floor and in the offices
that support the enterprise. Its application is just as important in engineering as in
production or administration.
Most companies have achieved ISO or AS9100 certification. If they haven’t, they
should at least be on their way. These disciplines ensure that critical processes
have policies and procedures established. They don’t, however, always ensure
that work instructions suitable for certification of workers are used.
In this step, the establishment of work instructions is guided by the usability by
the workforce and by “master” trainers who will conduct job skills certification.
Good work instructions can be turned into a training guide and used to ensure
consistency in a skills certification-training program.
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Our modern workforce is often multi-national. Non-native English-speaking
workers often have difficulties with work instructions in English. To compensate
for this problem and a continuing literacy barrier, work instructions are often more
effective in visual form. Instead of describing how to set up a machine in 4
languages, and risking that none will be used to train someone in how to set up
the machine, visual instructions can be created easily by taking a series of
photos of the process and training the employee by using the pictures. Pictures
can be mounted on the wall in the form of a poster as a quick reminder of how to
set up the machine. Good work instructions are “visual” and can be referenced
and followed by those doing the work.
If a task is complex and prone to variation for that reason, a job aid such as a
checklist, a fixture, or a tool is often used to increase the effectiveness of the
documentation. These must be included in the work instructions – otherwise they
become “workarounds” and a new source of variation.
For a process that is at level 4, work instructions must include statistical process
control instructions – how to measure and manage the process within the control
limits.
Documentation is not complete without corrective action plans. Corrective action
plans are contingency plans that must be followed by the person performing the
process when something out of the ordinary occurs.
Level 3 – the process has certified trainers and is standardized
The focus at this level is standardization of work processes. Someone working in
a process may progress through three levels to achieve mastery.
1. Completed training in how to do something using the work instructions
2. Certified by a master trainer as capable of following the work instructions
in the time allowed
3. Certified by a master trainer as capable of training someone else
At this level, not only are the standard work instructions followed to a high degree
of conformance, but the corrective actions must also be followed. Therefore all
work, whether normal to the process or abnormal, follows a standard work
procedure.
This level ensures that most “special causes” of variation have been eliminated
and what are left are those causes of variation that are inherent to the process
itself called “common causes.”
Many experts argue that until Level 3 is completely achieved, you cannot actually
improve a process. Most quality systems such as ISO, AS9100, and CMMI for
software are based on this principle. Management doesn’t always want to hear
that because it doesn’t make sense that you can’t improve a process in the most
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direct manner available. It is certainly true that until you understand a process
fully, and that includes all of its sources of variation, you will have a hard time
defining an improvement that doesn’t interact with other causes to produce a net
zero result. Therefore the improvements that can be made in a low maturity
process are defined in level 1-3 of the PMM.
Consider a process that is more culture than standard process. The people
working in the process see it as an art rather than a science. As we work to
standardize the process, the culture rebels. Small islands of resistance spawn
variations in how the process gets done. As each improvement is made, aiming
to further standardize the process, the “resistance” adopts some changes, others
partially, and others not at all, until the amount of variation in the process
increases, taking us further from our goal.
Until the process is verifiably standardized in every respect, we cannot be sure
that other sources of variation will not interact with any changes we make to
increase the variation and at least counteract any improvements we might make.
However, standardization on a poorly designed process will yield less than
optimum results. Kaizen events are used continuously to “lean” out the process,
to eliminate wasted time, to reduce setup time and lot sizes, to improve leadtime, and to reduce inventory. Given this constant state of change, it is important
that the Process Owner understand the responsibility for bringing the process
back to Level 3 at the end of each Kaizen event. Documentation and work
instructions can often be revised and re-issued by the end of an event. Everyone
can be trained and re-certified in the new work instructions and procedures.
The Process Owner along with the Master Trainers is a team whose job is to
make this foregoing vision a reality.
Level 4 – the process is under process control, is analyzed, and improved using
data.
The focus of this level is the introduction of statistical methods for the analysis
and improvement of processes. Statistical Control is the application of analytical
methods to reduce defects. Statistical controls can help us in a number of ways.
1. They help us to provide for a more scientific method for triggering
corrective action. If a process being monitored using statistical controls
begins to vary above or below the norm, any person within the process
who has been trained can take action to correct a defect before it occurs.
For instance, consider that the temperature in a food processing line is an
important variable. If the temperature is too high, the food is ruined.
Temperature can be monitored and if the temperature begins to vary
outside the normal range of variation, it signals the operator to take some
prescribed action to correct the problem before the food is ruined.
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2. They help us to prevent tampering. Tampering is when someone applies a
solution without understanding the process or underlying cause of a
problem. When a solution is applied without this knowledge, the solution
often causes more variation and more defects rather than less. So
tampering, although well-intentioned action by those who should know, is
often the reason why a process cannot achieve lower error rates.
Tampering exists mainly in a Level 1 or 2 process where standardization
has not yet been achieved.
3. They help us to become more proactive. When a process is under
statistical control, its normal variation can be separated and abnormal
variation can be recognized. This can trigger preventive action. These
series of steps are often referred to as a “Control Plan” and the Control
Plan is usually the thing that auditors will look for to support the claim that
a process is at level 4.
4. They enable us to find root causes of variation in processes that produce
very few defects. Sometimes the source of variation and defects is subtle
and to improve a process beyond a certain threshold takes a more
scientific approach.
There is some debate about when level 4 has been achieved. The Six Sigma
camp believes that Level 4 requires that the process achieve a defect rate of no
more than 3.4 parts per million opportunities. Others believe that a process can
be “in statistical control” before it achieves such a low level of defects.
The purpose of Level 4 is to achieve a state of process control. Level 5 will
specify the results that accrue from a process with very low defect rates.
Level 5 – the process shows continuous positive trends and benchmarks worldclass.
The focus of this level is comparison against world-class benchmarks of
performance. At one time, achieving a defect rate of no more than 3.4 parts per
million might have qualified anyone as an industry leader, but today, as more and
more companies pursue Six Sigma to reduce process variation, it could be that a
number of industry leaders have achieved this level of performance. In these
cases we look for broader definitions for “world-class.”
The Baldrige Criteria introduced the concept of industry leadership by formally
assigning a scoring approach and a definition for comparing processes to
determine industry-leading performance.
The norm for examination was to look for five years of progressively better
performance along with industry-leading comparisons. The key issue in achieving
Level 5 process maturity is to establish what industry-leading performance is.
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The greatest difficulty is to separate and distinguish between industry-leading
companies and industry-leading process performance.
A company with an industry-leading process may not always be an industry
leader. And an industry leader may not have a particular process that is industryleading. Baldrige winners typically fall into the scoring range of 600 to 900 out of
1000 points. This means they can win and still have a lot of room for
improvement.
Therefore, finding Level 5 comparison metrics may not always be achieved by
the most obvious comparisons. It is best to collect a range of metrics with various
companies in the upper third of an industry. This can be accomplished via a
benchmarking agreement or via an industry association that agrees to collect
data and protect its anonymity.

The SEA Roadmap
The Roadmap defines the mature processes necessary to progress to
sustainable high performance. It is comprised of 15 processes considered to be
the most important for the development of a high-performing company. The
recommended implementation is shown three stages.
Stage One – the “stabilization” stage includes processes required to setup a
basic foundation for a process management system. It establishes the
fundamental building blocks of good leadership, workforce development, and
operational excellence systems.
Stage Two – the “integration” stage includes processes required to begin to
integrate the company’s entire supply chain.
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Stage Three – the “sustaining” stage is focused on establishing the new product
planning and implementation process.
When sharpening a knife using a good quality electric knife sharpener, there will
usually be three steps in the process – first the very rough wheel that grinds
down the blade to ensure the right shape – second the finer wheel that burnishes
the blade that removes small imperfections and brings the blade to a precise
edge, and lastly the finest wheel, a softer material that polishes the blade to a
smooth uniform edge. Like this process, which cannot bypass any step for
expediency, the SEA Roadmap stages are designed to build one on the other to
develop a world-class sub-tier supply chain.
Just like anything else, you can bypass things in the earlier stages only to find
that you needed them to support your later efforts.
Consider the achievement of AS9100 certification. You could argue that because
you don’t have a customer demanding certification, you might escape having to
adopt this quality system. And in that respect, it might seem a logical conclusion.
But later on, when trying to achieve a higher level of process maturity, you would
find that your workforce and management team lack the discipline of managing
processes to a high level of conformance to documented standards. Achieving
AS9100 turns out to be both a cultural and a technical achievement. Both are
valuable in building a foundation for sustaining overall performance. The absence
of either can undermine all your hard work.
Just in the same way, fully accomplishing all of the elements on the Roadmap
are advisable in order to sustain improvement. The Roadmap represents the
minimum development required (according to a peer group of small supplier
companies) to achieve long-term sustained performance improvements.
The band called “Business Results” lists the metrics we believe to be most
important at each stage for measuring overall supply chain performance.
The top three bands, Leadership & Culture, Workforce Development, and
Operational Excellence contain specific processes important to the acceleration
and sustainability of a high performance company.
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Leadership & Culture
Leadership Team
The Leadership Team consists of senior managers but can also consist of all
those considered to be “leaders” within the enterprise. Leadership is the most
influential single ingredient in the sustainability of performance improvement.
Following is a discussion of the various leadership roles.

Champions
A member of the Leadership Team is made accountable for each Process Group
and Value Stream. Each Process Group contains processes that are critical to
continuous improvement efforts. Champions coordinate the efforts of Process
Owners and clear away resistance to change.
Process Owners
Process Owners usually work in the process or are in some way a key
stakeholder for the process. They are aligned with a process that exists within a
process group or value stream. Process Owners will lead the improvement
efforts that often can extend to a team of peers and sub-ordinates.
Master Trainers & SMEs
Master Trainers and Subject Matter Experts are selected for their knowledge of
one or more specific tasks or operations within a process. Master Trainers will be
certified to create visual work instructions and conduct on-the-job training and
cross-training.
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These are the seven processes that must be matured in the Leadership Track.
Each one must achieve at least Process Maturity Level Three in order to
represent standard work for the organization. This is also required in order to
pass the SEA Certification.
1.1.1 Strategic Planning Process
1.1.2 Leadership Communication Process
1.1.3 Organizational Performance Review Process
1.1.4 Continuous Improvement Management Process
1.1.5 Workforce Development Integration Process
1.2.1 Supply Chain Integration Process
1.3.1 New Product Startup Process
Refer to the detailed Criteria at the end of this section for more detailed
requirements for each process.
Workforce Development
There are two processes to establish under Workforce Development. It is the
most important foundational element for process control and yet many
companies ignore the need for workforce development. Most companies average
less than 10 hours per employee per year in training and improvement activities
such as team problem solving. Award winning companies and key competitors
have over 100 hours per employee. The gap is very wide.
By the same token, the urgency to establish standardization for key processes
has been misunderstood and under-achieved. Consider the ISO9000 and
AS9100 initiatives. Deadlines and mandates are used in order to gain
compliance from suppliers. The fear of loss of business drives compliance-based
action at a point almost too late. Small suppliers have a limited bandwidth from
which to comply. When the “last minute” arrives, there are few choices left
besides the most expedient.
When an organization becomes expedient, it worries less about
institutionalization and more about external appearances. This may partially
explain why organizations have not benefited from standardized work to the
extent possible.
2.1.1 Job Skills & Cross-Training Certification Process
2.2.1 Continuous Improvement Process
Refer to the detailed Criteria at the end of this section for more detailed
requirements for each process.
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Operational Excellence
There are six processes that make up the operational excellence track. These six
processes are foundational by nature. They form the basis for an everyexpanding continuous improvement effort. They are seen as tools by some, but
for high–performing organizations, they are processes that must be managed
and improved to ensure that they function at a high level of effectiveness across
the entire organization.
3.1.1 Kaizen Process
3.1.2 6S Visual Workplace Process
3.1.3 Quick Changeover/SMED Process
3.2.1 Material Management Process
3.2.2 Production Planning Process
3.2.3 Development Process
Refer to the detailed Criteria at the end of this section for more detailed
requirements for each process.
Business Results
There are many indicators that mean more to individual companies in terms of
their own operations. However, these metrics were selected by the SEA Advisory
Council as being the best indicators of readiness to function within an integrated
supply chain.
4.1.1 Inventory Turns
4.1.2 Sales/Employee
4.1.3 On-Time Delivery
4.1.4 Parts per Million
4.3.1 Process Maturity
4.3.2 Quick Ratio
Naturally the best in class for these metrics varies by industry type. Therefore the
most important use for these metrics is to gauge overall improvement trends
within the company. Starting wherever you are, how much impact has your
overall improvement effort produced?
Inventory Turns – this metric over time will tell you about material velocity in your
operation. Lean is truly misnamed because it leads people to believe it is about
less of everything when it is only about less waste. But it would have been better
understood had it been named “Speed” but of course that name is already taken.
Lean is about velocity and removing all the barriers both administrative and
engineering and production to velocity. The more your inventory turns moves
upwards, the more lean your operations. The higher this number the closer you
are to quantity one mass customization and the faster you can respond to
changes in customer requirements. At the same time, the higher this number, the
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more progress you’re making at bringing cash back into your business so you
can use it to invest and add value to your product or service. And the higher this
number, the more capable you are at reducing your price and still making a profit.
Sales/Employee – this metric tells you about your progress in building
productivity. Now you can purchase a new machine and improve productivity.
You can also reduce your scrap and rework and increase productivity. In fact,
there are perhaps a thousand ways simultaneously that you can improve
productivity and the only way to capture the organization’s ability to do them all is
to harness the resources of the entire organization to make improvements
simultaneously. In other words, involve everyone in the improvement effort.
Increases in this number will tell you quickly to what extent you are harnessing
that total employee involvement energy.
On-Time Delivery – this metric tells us about the end result of all your investment
in lean. It is impossible to use inventory to achieve ever-higher levels of on-time
delivery. Inventory will help with on-time delivery up to a point, but then progress
will slow while costs soar including obsolescence and overhead. The requirement
from customers with a moving production line is 100% on-time. If you have an
aircraft that is moving down a production line that will produce a finished unit
daily, then any shortage of supply will stop that aircraft and the cost of that can
be millions per day. Therefore the acceptability of 85% or 90% as in the old days
is rapidly disappearing. Your progress toward 100% on-time without expediting or
inventory increases is a good measure of your progress toward a lean business
system.
Parts Per Million – this metric tells us about your progress in improving quality.
Implementation of standard work and statistical controls where appropriate
should show up in gradual trends of improvement in this metrics. In the old days
suppliers routinely operated at 2000 errors per million. In a moving production
line environment where a supplier delivers an assembly or part directly to the
production line, any more than 3.4 PPM costs the customer too much and in the
aggregate can threaten the program that produces business for all of us. In
today’s highly interdependent supply chains, every supplier involved in the supply
chain must be capable of 3.4 PPM without the need for additional control costs or
inventory carrying costs – this dictates that suppliers have Process Maturity Level
3 and 4 processes throughout their value streams.
Process Maturity – this metric tracks your company’s improvement toward
ensuring improvement efforts. As your process owners work towards achieving
Level 3 Process Maturity, the number of total process at or above level 3 will
increase. As new value streams are addressed and new Managed Processes are
adopted, this number will continue to travel upward over a number of years.
Quick Ratio – this metric tracks the ratio of assets to liabilities and tells us
whether your company is financially viable. As you implement lean methods and
materials begin to flow more quickly, your Quick Ratio will go up as your order to
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cash cycle is reduced. We find that our customers are much more oriented to
these kinds of measures as the economy has convinced them that they have not
evaluated risk adequately.

Blueprint for Operational Excellence aka Process 1.1.4
The cornerstone of Operational Excellence is the improvement system.
Organizations can’t wait until things are right to turn their attention to
improvements. When improvements are needed, there is never enough time to
focus on them. Making improvements needs to be like payroll: you do it weekly
like clockwork, or the whole system falls apart. What stands in the way? Survival.
If you create an organizational context that you’re always in survival, then
everyone is excused to go spend twelve hours a day putting out fires. The time to
dig your way out is always immediately. Later could be too late.
Examinations of some of the best companies find that world-class companies not
only do all of the right things, but they also link their activities and operate them
as a coherent system: a step by step process where roles and responsibilities
are clear and required actions have been defined.
The SEA Blueprint for Operational Excellence embodies the best practices of
Baldrige award-winning companies but more importantly, practices of small
suppliers who have achieved world-class excellence in their everyday operations.
The aerospace prime members of SEA, tier ones, and lead sub-tier suppliers
contributed to this model and validated parts that have already worked for their
own operations.
Step 1 – Establish the Structure
This step is often skipped by organizations and it is common to see process
improvement activities that are not well-linked to goals and top-level measures.
Setting the structure establishes sponsorship and ownership. It lays the
groundwork for accountability for process improvement. It is the structure for
establishing a broad range of employee involvement activity linked to key
improvement efforts.
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Establish Improvement Priorities
All improvement efforts are also learning efforts. You set a goal to improve timeto-market on new products. You assign a Champion and a Process Owner. They
map the process and believe that they can achieve a 20% reduction by
implementing several new ideas. They try it. Sometimes it works right away.
More often it doesn’t and they learn things. Many improvement priorities rely on
Kaizens for implementation. These speed up the learning because they often
take the form of a 4-5 day intensive project. The idea is to speed up the
experimentation and learning.
The leadership team establishes the Improvement Priorities that will drive overall
improvement efforts.
Assign Champions
As important as developing Improvement Priorities is assigning a champion to
take on the initiative. Most initiatives are cross-functional and therefore
champions are challenged to work outside their normal functional boundaries.
Champions are most often members of the leadership team. Their job is to
provide resources and clear away barriers to improvement.
Define Processes
The first step in establishing a process improvement effort is the development of
a high-level value-stream map. This map defines the key elements of the process
and helps to ensure that duplication doesn’t occur. The Champion and Process
Owner work together on this step.
Assign Process Owners
The Process Owner is the day-to-day driver of improvement. While the
Champion’s job is to clear the way and provide resources, the Process Owner
builds a team and sets the pace of improvement. The Champion selects the
Process Owner with the agreement of the leadership team.
Establish Maturity Level
The first time a process maturity level is set, it is self-evaluated by the Process
Owner and Champion. Later, a more rigorous process of auditing and inspection
can be established. The main purpose of using a process maturity system is to
provide a method by which improvement efforts can be accurately categorized
and used in the performance management system. Process Owners should have
incentives for achieving higher levels of process maturity and goals in their
performance plan related to process maturity.
Step 2 – Define Improvement Projects
Projection definition is often a haphazard affair and can often be executed by one
person in a vacuum. Careful consideration of projects can lead to less wasted
effort and more usable output.
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Prioritize Projects
Prioritizing projects is an important activity for leadership, champions, and
Process Owners to collaborate on. Dedicating people’s time to process
improvement is an investment decision because it allocates significant resources
and therefore deserves leadership attention.
And yet decisions about project priorities are often made poorly, without any
criteria, or without input from all individuals affected.
Project priorities should be set in light of key customer priorities and a good
estimate of the return on investment.
Create Teams
Team selection should occur after project prioritization. The team should be
made up of at least 50% of the people who work in the process, 25% of those
who either supply the process or are customers of the process, and the rest are
those from outside the process altogether. The reason for including people who
are outside the process and know nothing about it is that people inside the
process often cannot see solutions outside the prevailing paradigm.
Define Project
The Process Owner and the team define the project. Two areas that are very
important about defining a project are (1) setting the scope, and (2) establishing
the measurable goals.
The scope of the project should be intentionally “tight” so as to ensure that the
project is achievable within the timeframe allowed – usually no more than 5 days.
The best improvement projects are those where 80% of the improvements are
made during the project itself. Walking away from a project with a long list of
action items is the kiss of death for most improvement efforts. People have work
to catch up on when they leave an improvement project. Generating a long list of
things to do sets the team up to experience failure. Teams should be engineered
to experience success.
The measurable objectives of a project are derived from the concept of the
improvement project as a scientific experiment. Improvement projects are not
searches for the unknown. Rather, they are scientific experiments well thoughtout and planned before they begin. In an experiment, we have a theory – if I
believe that I can achieve A, then I have a theory that by doing B and C, I will
achieve A. Thus the best improvement projects proceed as an experiment where
we know that we will be doing B and C, and we expect to achieve A within the
specified time of the project.
Create Value-Stream Map
Start with understanding. It is a well-established fact that most teams do not
agree initially on how a process actually works. Even worse, they truly do not
know. The task of mapping the As-Is process establishes how the process is
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actually performed and often uncovers an unbelievable amount of variation in
how the process is actually performed.
Sign-Off?
With the basics completed to define the project, leadership is asked to sign-off on
the project or projects. Most improvement efforts consist of a series of short
projects and therefore the best approach is to seek sign-off on the plan and
schedule for the next year.
Schedule Events
The decision about what approach to use is often easy for those who understand
the process and its level of maturity. The lean approach involves one or more
short improvement projects called Kaizen Events. These events are typically five
days or less.
The Six Sigma approach involves projects that are often longer in duration.
Although they can be shorter, they are most often in the range of 13 to 26 weeks.
In general, the guidelines for selecting the lean approach suggest that if a
process is Level 3 or below, the lean approach is best. As well, the lean
approach is indicated if a process has not been through 6S or if a major layout
change is planned.
Step 3 – Stabilize the Process
A stable process is one that produces fewer errors and has a higher level of
predictability. Stable processes have fewer special causes of error. A special
cause might be someone performing the process slightly differently than the
normal method. This might result from a training deficiency or a lack of training
altogether.
Process Improvement Events
Lean projects often remove steps that don’t add value, re-arrange work areas
and process flows, and generally work to optimize effectiveness within a
particular work area.
In this step, lean projects focus on lean methods that help to improve stability
such as standard work, job certification and cross-training, visual workspace, and
pull signals.
Six Sigma projects generally seek to reduce variation in a process that is stable
and highly mature. The distance from three-sigma to six-sigma is one that is
often a result of changing the metrics and analytical approach used to manage
and improve the process. For instance, a process that formerly used “yield” as a
measure might change to using “rolled throughput yield” in order to uncover the
hidden operations and the lack of “first pass” quality throughout the process.
Lower numbers of errors require new and more advanced approaches to
analysis and improvement.
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The DMAIC model stands for Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control. In
Six Sigma approach, this model is used to promote better process stability and
predictability.
Of course, the overall goal of Six Sigma is equally as important and somewhat of
a culture change that must be managed by leadership. The goal of
uncompromising quality throughout the enterprise can continue the reduction of
cost of quality throughout the enterprise long after most visible methods for
identification of improvement projects has disappeared from leadership’s view.
Whether using lean methods, Six Sigma, or other problem-solving approaches,
these events can be as formal or informal as the organization requires. They can
include a few people or many. They can include the company’s suppliers and
customers.
Step 4 – Improve & Control Processes
In this step, lean and Six Sigma projects begin to focus on process control more
than stability because stability, for the most part, has been achieved.
Process Improvement Events using Lean Principles
Lean improvement projects activities focus on self-management and team control
of processes. Statistical process controls can be used in appropriate areas.
Capability studies lead to control charts as a foundation for the process control
system.
Regular “stand-up” reviews of work areas and cells give the team the opportunity
to demonstrate their self-management skills.
Process Improvement Events using DMAIC
In this step, the focus of projects begins to turn to process controls as processes
gain more and more stability.
Step 5 – Benchmark
Highly mature processes often get classified as “world-class” and improvement
stops. But when world-class benchmarks are identified and compared to current
levels of performance, improvement starts again.
Report Out Results
As important as the improvements themselves are the report-outs. Building
enthusiasm and giving recognition for improvement efforts is a key role for
leadership. Teams should be assisted in the development of their presentations.
Report-outs occur on the final day of the project and focus first on measurable
results.
The bigger the audience, the better, but it is absolutely essential that the
management team attends report-outs and is highly visible. Report-outs are an
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opportunity for senior leaders to re-enforce the role of improvements in the bigger
picture of the division and company.
Update Process Maturity Level to Scorecard
Although overall scorecards are more likely to show change and improvement
more slowly, it is important to keep a running picture of progress against process
maturity goals. Goals are most often expressed as a percentage of processes at
Level 1-5. The Champion for a particular process area or initiative can manage
specific targets for each process.
Compare to World-Class Benchmarks
Progress is gauged to world-class standards rather than the standard of how we
did yesterday.
Link to Prioritize Projects
The process repeats itself continuously.
Implementation Model
When suppliers join SEA, they get all the resources for a step-by-step
implementation process that they can implement in bite-size chunks.

SEA provides a series of one-hour web-based workshops that provide tools and
information for implementation of each step. There are 10 steps to the basic
implementation plan and each step can be repeated as many times as needed.
A SEA Project Manager conducts the workshops, and then works with your team
to answer questions and provide resources.
At step 5, your company is ready to begin participation in the Process Owner
Forums, an ongoing learning process enabled by the sharing of best practices
among members for each of the SEA Roadmap processes.
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At step 6, your company is ready to begin participation in the Quarterly
Performance Review process. As you begin to publish your actions and metrics
in a Quarterly Report, the SEA Project Manager can provide valuable feedback
and opportunities for increased visibility.

Steps 7-10 develop the structure and implement the SEA process management
system throughout your business operation. SEA’s Lean Enterprise System is a
recognized best practice method for small companies to implement what our
customers recognize as a world-class process management system.
Here is a list of the support systems utilized by SEA members to support their
implementation of the SEA LES.
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®

SEA Project Management Support
SEA LES Web-based Workshops
Process Owner Forum
Quarterly Performance Review Process
SEA Certification
Benchmark Site Visits
SEA CEO Conferences
SEA Aerospace & Defense Supply Chain Awards

In Summary
The Lean Enterprise System is a powerful and yet simple business system that
addresses the entire enterprise. It is designed specifically with small to mid-size
supplier companies in aerospace, defense, and space supply chains.
Suppliers join SEA for three reasons:
1. To improve their performance by following the SEA Roadmap
2. To improve their visibility by utilizing the SEA Supplier brand
3. To collaborate with other SEA Suppliers
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There are many case studies that already establish the LES’s return-oninvestment for the supplier. In a recent 2011 survey, 80% of SEA Suppliers
reported their business had increased over 2010 by 10-30% while only 35% of
non-SEA suppliers had increased over 2010. This is especially remarkable
because 2010 and 2011 have been one of the slowest periods in our industry.
The Roadmap provides a step-by-step process that can be followed to proven
success. It can be supported by SEA Authorized Service Providers, followed by
companies with their own internal resources, or adopted as a project by do-ityourselfers.
SEA is unprecedented industry collaboration. SEA is supplier-led and primeempowered. There will never be a better effort on the part of an industry to
accelerate improvement.
SEA is about accelerating supply chain performance. The more you invest in this
mission, the more visibility, recognition, and opportunities will open up for your
company. We invite you to join today.
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There is no doubt that improvement must be accelerated in order for America to
stop the drain of manufacturing jobs to offshore suppliers. The only certain
solution to keeping work onshore is to become more competitive fast!
The key element of the SEA strategy is to get started now. To get moving is the
most important thing. Suppliers need to learn the SEA system and how they fit.
SEA schedules briefings and orientations so that suppliers can learn more and
decide where to get started.
We estimate that 50% of the suppliers in the U.S. won’t be around in 5 years. If
you accelerate your improvement efforts, you certainly have a chance to be
among the ones that survive.
What People Say About The SEA Roadmap
"In 2008, Roberts Tool established an aggressive 5-year growth strategy. Fundamental to the
success of that strategy was a well-documented business system based on stable processes.
That foundation was established through the SEA certification process. We are now half-way
through our growth strategy. We have achieved all of our major milestones. With the benefit of
hindsight, it is clear that we could not have achieved these milestones without the organizational
stability which results from the implementation of the SEA Roadmap."
BJ Schramm
President and COO
Roberts Tool Company
“The SEA Roadmap really allowed us to focus on driving improvement, instead of just getting by.
We have freed up cash by reducing inventory, we have reduced cost by eliminating waste, and we
have gained new work by improving quality and delivery to our customers.”
Jason Cox
Chief Technical Officer
Cox Machine, Inc.
“We have been involved with SEA since 2009 and have enjoyed many improvements as a result.
Improvements in Quality, 13% increase, Delivery, 22% increase. Along with that our sales per
employee has enjoyed a 39% jump. Inventory turns have improved as well, jumping 13%. Our
metrics would not have improved without the help of the SEA roadmap and getting our processes
to a level 3. It has not only helped our metrics but it has increased employee morale. We would not
be where we are today without the implementation of this culture.”
Pat McCready
President
TSI Plastics, Inc.
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“We are pretty smart guys and this stuff isn’t rocket science. But SEA was able to break it down
into a simple roadmap so we could see big results in a short amount of time with less headaches.
By following the SEA Roadmap, we learned how to visually map our processes. Seeing everything
fleshed out visually allowed us to really identify all the waste in our processes and focus our efforts
there, particularly through Kaizen and 6S events. We have seen a 25% improvement in planning
throughput, 50% improvement in paint operations, and have taken 13 processes to standard work
within one calendar year.”
Douglas C. Greene
President
Hixson Metal Finishing
“At Energy Dynamics, we have hit 2011 running. 2010 was up 35 % from 2009 and we are
budgeting to be up 52% in 2011. We have been adding new customers and were just written in on
a 5-year $50 million DoD contract. There were a lot of factors figuring in to our success, great
people, gaining AS9100 and implementing Lean manufacturing are the big ones. We have been
following the SEA, Supplier Excellence Alliance Roadmap for Lean implementation and that has
really kept us on track and helped us be ready for the growth we are experiencing.”
Patrick Bye
President
Energy Dynamics, Inc.
“MPC had begun its lean journey by implementing Kaizen Events. After 2-3 events, we realized
that we did not have a clear pathway to help focus and prioritize our Kaizens. Also, we had not
identified the metric's we would use to track the gains year over year. As a visitor at my first SEA
conference, my eyes opened wide as the SEA roadmap was presented (which we lacked) with
clear objectives and milestones organized in stages. I was then ecstatic to see the clear and
concise 'Business Results' that not only tied in nicely in measuring Lean activities, but also were
standard measures among the Primes in Aerospace. We joined SEA the next week and never
looked back!"
Mario Robles
CEO
MPC Industries, Inc.
“The SEA roadmap has helped us understand the importance of process maturity in a
manufacturing environment. Process maturity is crucial to removing variation, a leading cause of
waste. The SEA roadmap provides the fundamental process that every business should have. In
following the Roadmap we positioned our company to grow and outperform our competitors.”
Marzel Neckien
President- W Machine Works
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2011 SEA Criteria
1.0 Leadership & Culture
1.1.1 Strategic Planning Process – How do your senior leaders accomplish strategic planning? What are the key
process steps and who are the participants? How do you ensure that the process addresses strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats; major shifts in technology, markets, and competition? What are your key strategic goals,
measureable targets, and timetables? How are goals and metrics deployed throughout the organization?
1.1.2 Leadership Communication Process – How do senior leaders communicate and reinforce company direction and
expectations (vision, goals, mission, and values) to all employees, customers, and key suppliers/partners? What are
the key process steps and who are the participants? How do senior leaders encourage frank, two-way communication
throughout the organization? How do senior leaders create and re-enforce a high-performance work culture that
embraces standard work, process maturity, and lean production techniques? How do senior leaders involve
themselves in reward and recognition that re-enforces a high-performance work culture?
1.1.3 Organizational Performance Review Process - How do senior leaders review organizational performance to
assess organizational success, competitive performance, and progress relative to strategic goals and action plans?
How do senior leaders select, organize, and assess key performance metrics and measureable goals? How do senior
leaders translate organizational performance review findings into priorities for continuous improvement?
1.1.4 Continuous Improvement Management Process – How does your organization select improvement priorities and
review progress on improvement initiatives? How are process owners, master trainers, and strategic champions
included in this process? How are improvement projects and teams selected and given direction? How is a standard
problem-solving model deployed throughout the organization? How are recognition and sharing of key learning
accomplished? How are process improvement ideas solicited, reviewed, approved, and implemented? How is a high
level of workforce participation ensured? How are improvement suggestions recognized? How are suggestions made
visible in work areas?
1.1.5 Workforce Development Process – How do senior leaders evaluate the need for workforce development and
select topics for each level and function? How does the selection of training topics integrate with strategic goals and
process improvement needs? How is the workforce-training plan prepared and monitored? How does your organization
ensure continuous learning from improvement projects, customers, and suppliers? How does your organization
integrate benchmarking into the learning process? How does your organization integrate such learning into on-going
employee education, training, and development?
1.2.1 Supply Chain Integration Process – How do senior leaders select supply chain improvement projects? How does
your organization integrate its customers and suppliers into its improvement strategies? How do you qualify suppliers
in quality, delivery and ability to respond to pull signals? How do you integrate suppliers into your lean strategies such
as in supplier-managed inventory, min-max, consumption-based ordering, pull signals? How does your organization
make use of teaming agreements to drive alliances that improvement supply chain performance?
1.3.1 New Product Startup Process – How does your organization contribute to the immediate success of customer
startup operations including first article and early production efforts? How are processes like Advanced Product Quality
Planning “APQP” and Production Preparation Process “3P” used to pro-actively ensure value for customers? How are
customers needs for reduced lead time and high levels of initial quality considered in the startup process?
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2.0 Workforce Development
2.1.1 Job Skills & Cross-Training Certification Process - How is job skills training and certification accomplished? How
does your organization ensure that processes selected are linked to key priorities for improvement? How is crosstraining accomplished? How is the team of master trainers maintained and expanded? How is the training and crosstraining program reviewed?
2.2.1 Work Area Continuous Improvement Process – How is continuous improvement supported in all work areas?
How are improvement projects linked to work area goals? How does the work area integrate continuous improvement
into their daily operations? How are problem-solving and corrective action methods standardized in all workgroup
processes? How are work areas and cells reviewed by senior management? How are statistical methods integrated
into the standard work for appropriate managed processes? How are process control plans developed and
implemented? How are statistical methods reviewed and their application improved?
3.0 Operational Excellence
3.1.1 Kaizen Process – How does your organization set and review priorities for Kaizen events? How are Kaizen
events conducted? How is recognition for team members provided and are senior managers and the workforce
involved? How are lessons learned shared with others who can benefit? How are process improvements documented
and deployed to others using the same or similar processes? How are internal Kaizen leaders developed and
deployed? How are goals set for Kaizen leadership and how is progress monitored?
3.1.2 6S Visual Workplace Process – How does your organization ensure effective deployment of 6S Visual Workplace
strategies for workplace organization? How are the 6S status, process flow, production status, employee training
status, and continuous improvement effort clearly displayed and visible in the office and factory floor? How does your
organization ensure that work areas are kept consistently free of dirt and clutter? How are improvements reviewed and
recognized?
3.1.3 Quick Changeover/SMED Process – How does your organization continually reduce changeover and setup
times? How are changeover and setup times tracked and displayed on the factory floor? Have machine operators been
formally trained in SMED methods? How is progress reviewed and recognized? What metrics are monitored?
3.2.1 Material Management Process – How does your organization ensure the effectiveness of material management
processes in support of its lean and flow manufacturing objectives? How does your organization maintain a high level
of inventory accuracy? How do you maintain a high level of 6S in material storage areas? How are levels of obsolete,
slow-moving and expedited material maintained at a minimum? How are material handlers, material planners and
supervisors formally trained in material management methods? How does your organization integrate the requirements
of a flow-based material process? How are “pull” methods such as material Kanbans, consumption-based ordering and
min-max utilized? How are Kanban supermarkets integrated into factory floor operations?
3.2.2 Production Planning Process – How does your organization ensure the effectiveness of production planning
processes in support of its lean and flow manufacturing objectives? How often are production requirements updated
and communicated to the factory floor? How are production schedules communicated to different work centers? How
are pull methods such as FIFO lanes and supermarkets used to replace the need for detailed production schedules?
How are production planners trained in production planning methods? How does your organization integrate mixed
model cell/line design into its operations throughout the enterprise? How are production and industrial engineers,
production managers and supervisors, and material management personnel trained in the lean mixed model line
design methods? How are major processes linked and balanced into a continuous flow? How are pull methods such as
In Process Kanbans, FIFO lanes and Kanban supermarkets integrated into the production flow? How are operators
cross-trained for multiple workstations?
3.2.3 Development Process – How does your organization design and develop new products or services? How are
advanced techniques such as Six Sigma, Design of Experiments, Design to Cost, Design for Manufacturability
integrated into your operations? How are customers and suppliers integrated into your development process? How is
the development process reviewed and improved?
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4.0 Business Results
4.1.1 Inventory Turns – What is your organization’s monthly history in inventory turns?
4.1.2 Sales/Employee – What is your organization’s monthly history in sales per employee?
4.1.3 On-Time Delivery – What is your organization’s monthly history in on-time delivery?
4.1.4 Parts per Million – What is the organization’s monthly history in parts per million defects?
4.3.1 Process Maturity 3 and above – What is the organization’s quarterly history in processes achieving Level 3
process maturity or above?
4.3.2 Quick Ratio – What is the organization’s monthly history for quick ratio?
Evaluation Criteria for Processes
Each process in the Roadmap will be evaluated as to its maturity and responsiveness to criteria requirements using the
following questions. The number at the beginning of each question corresponds to the maturity level. To pass
Certification, all processes must be at Process Maturity Level 3.
0 = The process does not meet any of these requirements
1 = The process addresses most requirements and has a process owner and value stream map
2 = The process is documented to the work instruction level for all major steps in the value stream map
3 = The process is standardized and a certified trainer has trained and certified each appropriate person
4 = The process is under control and is measured and analyzed using data
5 = The process shows positive trends of improvement over time and compares favorably with world class benchmarks
Evaluation Criteria for Business Results
Each Business Result in the Roadmap will be evaluated on its improvement level using the following scale. The most
recent 15 months of data for each result must be reported. Twelve months will be evaluated against the average in the
baseline (oldest 3 months.) To pass Certification, all Business Results must be at or above 3.
0 = No results reported
1 = No results in last 12 months better than baseline (prior quarter average)
2 = Some results (<49%) in last 12 months better than baseline
3 = Most results (> 50%) in last 12 months better than baseline
4 = All results in last 12 months better than baseline
Business results for OTD and PPM that fall within the Gold certification level band are not
required to meet the above evaluation criteria.
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Certification Evaluation Criteria
Overall company performance must meet the following requirements for a minimum of 3 months
Bronze Level
On-time delivery 90-94.9%
Parts per million <15,000
Silver Level
On-time delivery 95-98.9%
Parts per million <10,000
Gold Level
On-time delivery 99-100%
Parts per million <2,500
Exceptions
Exceptions that are well-documented and accepted by SEA and the auditor may be removed from the calculation of
metrics submitted for the certification. Documentation for exceptions must be received by SEA and the auditor at least
30 days in advance of an audit.
Metrics
Metrics for on-time delivery and parts per million must conform to the following definitions. Other SEA metrics may be
defined by your company.
Inventory Turns
Annual Cost of Goods Sold (12 month rolling average) divided by
Period-average inventory (average for the most recent month)
Inventory includes raw, WIP, and finished goods.
Sales per Employee
Sales revenue for the quarter divided by total number of employees at the end of the quarter (direct and indirect)
expressed in dollars.
On-Time Delivery - Number of on-time parts delivered divided by total parts delivered expressed as a %. Uses
“promise date” defined as the date the supplier agreed to deliver.
Parts Per Million (PPM) - PPM refers to the number of defective parts shipped divided by the total number of parts
shipped in a period normalized to 1,000,000 parts. This will be calculated using validated customer-reported defects.
Processes at Level 3 or above
Count the absolute number of processes at Level 3 or higher in process maturity, including processes on the SEA
Roadmap and other processes that you have designated Managed Processes6.
Quick Ratio
Current Assets minus Inventories divided by Current Liabilities.
Certification Eligibility
Certification audits are available only for SEA Members that have participated in the SEA Quarterly Performance
Review process and have achieved Phase Four status.

6

See the SEA Definitions at http://www.seaonline.org/docs/SEADefinitions.pdf
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